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ELV-type accelerators are successfully used in nearly all fields of the radiation chemistry. At present,
however, the market of conventional applications of accelerators is rather saturated, that forces
manufacturers to the search for new and pioneering technologies. Among the new fields of applications
intensively developed at BINP jointly with other organizations one can separate two fields as the treatment
of industrial wastes and some applied aspects of the intense focused electron beam extracted into air.

A great number of methods used in purifying waste waters from Cr6+ and other heavy metals are
presently known. However all the methods are either energy- intensive or have an essential disadvantage,
namely, the reagents used produce the secondary contamination of the treated wastes and sediments.

We are developed another purifying method. Under the action of an electron beam in the presence of
some reagents added in stoichiometrical proportion to the treated substances the restoration of Cr6+ and the
sedimentation of other heavy metals from solutions is occurred. By varying the absorbed dose one can
decrease the concentration in water of nearly all metal ions down to UAC (ultimately admissible
concentration) or produce their total sedimentation, which is the unique result. In addition to the deep
purification, such a method has one more and very important advantage compared to the chemical methods,
namely, under the action of an electron beam the highly concentrated sediments of metals are produced,
which are suitable for their further utilization whereas with other methods of cleaning , the sediments
require the burial or additional treatment.

Preliminary estimates of the method for purifying waste eaters from heavy mêlais with the use of an
electron beam have shown the developed method is of the same order of cost as the reagent and
electrochemical methods. There are some prerequisites of the substantial reduction of the purification cost at
the expense of the optimization of the irradiation process and the preliminary chemical treatment.

In addition to the conventional fields of application of ELV-accelerators as generators of the ionizing
radiation, and intense electron beam extracted into air through the hole of small diameter is of interest as a
powerful, easily controlled, and noncontaminating high temperature source of the volumetric energy input.
Such as highly efficient oul-of-vacuum processes of steel surface hardening and processes of powder
surfacing modified coatings (including carbides) at the plain surfaces of the ferrous and non-ferrous metals
and their alloys can be implemented due to high energy of an electron beam.

Under the action of the beam of accelerated electrons with high power density to the hard-phase
inorganic systems, high-temperature transformations occur there much more intensively than those at
thermal actions. In all the processes of radiation-thermal synthesis, the effective temperature decreases by
100-300°K. Due to high power density of an electron beam, the synthesis of some materials becomes
feasible, that is impossible under other conditions. So, the one-stage synthesis of materials can be realized.
Because of substantial reduction of the synthesis time (as a rule, by several orders of magnitude) of high
gradients the stoichiometry of the reaction mixture can nearly completely be conserved. For example, the
synthesis of chromâtes of rare-earth elements as well as molibdates and wolframates of lead are only possible
due to the radiation-thermal treatment.

Because of high density of the electron beam power the liquid-phase synthesis of the oxide and
complex-oxide compounds is technically quite easily realized also. For obtaining of melted materials, the
following methods are used: the melting in high-temperature water cooled crucible, conveyor melting, and
melting with the drainage of the melted mass. For each method, depending on melting temperature (1600-
3000°C) and properties of materials, the efficiency achieves tens and higher kg/h at a beam power of up to
100 kW. With the melting by an electron beam with drainage, the following ways of collecting the final
product are developed, the drainage of melted mass into a monolith block; drainage into water (for obtaining
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granulated product); drainage onto high-speed rotated knurled disk (for obtaining powder materials). The
use of various cooling systems enables also the regulation of the material microstructure ranging from
polycrystalline to amorphous. Materials obtained with this method are high quality products for producing
construction, electric technical, and special ceramics, abrasive materials and special glasses.

On the base of re-melting by a powerful focused beam of the charge of the cheep superconcentrate of
the natural magnetite and the wastes of the traditional catalytic production the wasteless method of obtaining
catalyst of the ammonia synthesis was developed. The activity of the final product, which consists of 1.5-4
mm granules, is on the level of the world best samples.

At present time, the main technologies principles of obtaining process the super fine powder oxides,
such as SiO;, A1;O3, MgO, TiO, ZrO: using powerful concentrated electron beam are developed. These
products are variable raw material for ceramics, catalysts, pigments, various medicine bearer production.
Super fine powder obtaining is possible by direct evaporation from melt, as well as by metal-organic
combination destruction under the electron beam action. Obtained powder sizes can be regulated from 10 up
to 100 run. As a rule, the direct evaporation products have amorphous microstrucrure. Process productivity
reaches 3-15 kg/h and depend on material type as well as required powder sizes.

Also, due to high specific power the concentrated electron beam can be carried out the high
temperature synthesis as well as the destruction of various matters in a gas phase conditions. One of the
main positive factors is the sterility of electron beam. It is attractive deriving of especially pure materials.

It is the newest area of the electron beam applications. The main technologies principles of a
conversion of SiCL) to S1HCI3 there are worked out. Also, the direct polymerization of gas with the pressure
of about one atmosphere and over is realizable with the use of this method.
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